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Abstract-In this paper, we deal with the problem of a fixed number of units of a certain per- 
ishable commodity over a continuous time horizon. Airline seats, hotel rooms, advertising space in 
newspapers, and some seasonal products that must be sold before the end of the season are examples 
of such commodities that cannot be carried over and are not storable for consumers. This paper 
considers such a problem of continuous time perishable inventory control by applying semi-Markov 
decision processes over a finite time horizon. It is shown that there is an optimal policy that is simple 
and stationary. Furthermore, some analytical properties of this optimal policy and its value function 
are explored under certain specific assumptions. @ 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Inventory control, Perishable products, Yield management, Semi-Markov decision, 
Contraction mapping. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a certain perishable commodity whose supply is fixed. A company wants to sell a fixed 
number of units of this commodity. On the other hand, consumers have different (nonhomc- 
geneous) preferences for the commodity. In such a circumstance, the company can set different 
prices on the identical commodity; that is, the law of one price does not hold in this market. Such 
commodities are called price differentiation products. Examples of price differentiation products 
might include airline seats, hotel rooms, concert tickets, cabins on cruise ships, and seasonal 
goods such as winter coats that have to be sold before the end of the season. The date and place 
for selling such commodities is fixed, it is not possible to use these commodities either before or 
after the specified date, and they are perishable goods that cannot be carried over. It is possible, 
however, to sell these commodities beforehand. 
In this paper, we develop a framework of inventory control for perishable commodities with 
limited supply by explicitly incorporating the existence of multiple prices for that commodity. 
It is shown that such an inventory control model can be formulated as a semi-Markov decision 
process over a finite continuous time horizon. Our main result is to show that, under some specific 
assumptions, there is an optimal policy and an optimal value function corresponding to it. In 
addition, some analytical properties are explored. 
The author is most grateful to Dr. Shelby Brumelle, The University of British Columbia, who regrettably passed 
away in September of 2001, a year after we worked together on this topic. 
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The problem of selling a fixed number of units of a certain perishable commodity in order 
to maximize the expected revenue is known as the yield management problem in the airline 
industry (see [i-3]), h w ere most studies on yield management have focused on either pricing 
policy or static control problems with two fares (see [1,4-71). Feng and Gallego [S] consider 
the problem of deciding the optimal timing of a single-price change from a given initial price to 
either a lower or higher price. Gallego and Ryzin [5] investigate the problem of dynamic pricing 
policies for selling a given stock of items by a deadline. Lee and Hersh [9] develop a discrete-time 
dynamic programming model for finding an optimal booking policy for airline seat inventory 
control. Brumelle and Walczak [lo] model an airline seat allocation for a single-leg flight with 
multiple fares that is similar to ours but has different assumptions. The present study differs 
from these earlier studies in two regards. First, the planning horizon is continuous times; second, 
ours is a dynamic model that deals with a multiple-price selling policy for a perishable product 
that is not necessarily restricted to airline seats. 
In Section 2, we develop the problem of selling a fixed number of units of a perishable commod- 
ity over a continuous time planning horizon. We apply a semi-Markov decision process approach 
to the problem so as to maximize the expected total revenue. Section 3 discusses what analytical 
properties an optimal policy and its value function possess. In particular, we are interested in the 
development of value function concavity and optimal policy monotonicity with respect to their 
arguments; these tell us that an optimal selling curve decreases as the time draws nearer to the 
end of the planning horizon. Finally, the last section is a conclusion with additional comments. 
2. PERISHABLE INVENTORY 
CONTROL WITH FIXED SUPPLY 
Suppose that a firm wants to sell a hxed number of units of a certain perishable commodity that 
cannot be carried over and is not storable for consumers. Let C be the total number, fixed and 
given, of such a saleable inventory. The commodity can be sold in advance at different multiple 
prices. Whenever a customer arrives, he/she declares his/her price and the demand size desired. 
Hence, customers can be described by their price and demand size requests. Previous models are 
either single-period models in discrete time, or the demand is of two kinds and independent, and 
they assumed that demand for a low price would materialize faster than the demand for a high 
price (the early bird assumption). Our model does not require such an assumption. 
Let time 0 be the point at which sales begin and time T the point at which sales end; also, let 
the planning horizon be the closed interval of continuous time [O,T]. The price is of the K type; 
let the kth price be Tk, and ~1 > IQ > . .. > XK. Let s be the size of the demand at the time 
the customer arrives. We assume that 0 5 s 5 S. Let us put the pair (lc, s) z 4, and call 4 the 
demand type. This means that all the demand types are of the K . S kind, and let this set be 
M = (4 ] 4 = (Ic, s) E K @ S}. If we let the time t, be the time of arrival of the nth demand 
and the random variable @n be the demand type at the time t,, then the stochastic process 
{@F-z, tn :12=1,2,... } will be a semi-Markov process. In other words, 
Pr{cL+l=d’, t,+1-t,iv/@o ,...) @n;to,tl)...) tn} 
= P, {@‘n+1 = #, tn+l - t, I ZJ I an, = $, t, = u} (2.1) 
-p(4’>wId,~). 
Equation (2.1), which is a conditional joint probability of state transition and the time that 
elapses before the next transition time, usually depends on the commodity’s sales policies. In 
the present study, however, we assume that the demand arrival process is independent of the 
commodity’s sales policies. Next, in order to remove the possibility of the arrival of unlimited 
numbers of demands within any subinterval of the planning horizon, we set up the following 
assumption. 
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Under this assumption, there exists at least an E probability that the amount of time between 
the arrival of demand type 4 at any time u and the arrival of the next demand will be at least 6. 
Next, let us formularize this inventory control model as a semi-Markov decision process. The 
state of the system at the point in time t at which demand arrived is the demand type that 
arrived and the number of sellable goods at that point in time (which we call the remaining stock 
and which we express as 1). The state of the system is (I, 4, t) E (0, 1, . . . , C} x M x (0,T). We 
observe the state of this system and make a decision about whether to accept the demand size s 
of price class k as a result of demand type r$ = (k, s). If we let the set of decisions (actions) be 
A = A(I,q5), th en, for example, if the demand size is divisible, A = (0, 1, . . . , min(s, I)}, and if 
there are two alternatives, to accept or to reject, when s < I then A = s, and when s > I then 
A = 0. If we let the commodity’s sales policies (hereafter, policies) be f, then f is the measurable 
function defined by f : (I,+, t) -+ A. As a rule the set of policies f is an extremely large set, but 
Denardo [ll] and Ross [12] have shown that stationary optimal policies exit. 
Let ~f(l, 4, t) be the expected revenue that will be generated at time t by means of policy f 
in cases in which the state of the system is given by (1,4). Define 
(2.3) 
If 7JUf = 21*, we call f an optimal policy. It is well known that V* is a unique solution to the 
following optimality equation: 
For any policy f, 
so, WUf c.7 .7 *) is a bounded real valued function. Let B be a set of bounded real valued functions 
defined on (I, 4, t). We define mapping T* : B + B and T : B + B as follows: for any v E B, 
(T*v) (I, 4, t) = rnam{a. 7r + ~(1 - a, $, t)}, (2.5) 
If we express equation (2.4) by using equations (2.5) and (2.6), we get 
wU,A t) = (T*Tv) (I, 4, t). (2.7) 
LEMMA 1. Under our assumption, we get the following results. 
(i) T*T is a contraction mapping. That is to say, II(T*T)(u) - (T*T)vII 5 (1 - E)JIu - ~11, 
u,w E B. 
(ii) lim,,, (T*T)“(O) = v*, and u* is the unique solution of equation (2.4). 
PROOF. For any u,v E B, 
(T*Tu) (I, 4, t) - (T*Tw) (I, 9, t) 
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-max 7r.(~+C w (I- a, 4’, T) P (4, dr I 4, t) 
4’ t 1 
= 7r.a+~ J 
T 
u.(I- ~4’7 ~1 P (44 dT I 4, t) 
6 t 
w(I- a, 4’1~) P (4’7 d7 I 4, t) 
Here, G is a value that satisfies the equation 
T 
~(~--a,&+‘(~‘& I At) 
This results in 






sup [U (I - ii, c$‘, T) - ~1 (I - 8, $‘, r)] P (q5’, dr 1 4, t) 
2 (:- r,ll. - wjl. 
The last inequality is obtained from our assumption. If we take the sup of both sides with 
respect to (I, 4, t), we get 
sup [T*Tu - T*Tw] < (1 - &))I21 - WI]. 
If we reverse u and 21, we get 
sup [T*TzJ - T*Tu] < (1 - &)]]U - VI], 
and if we combine both these sides we get 
IlT*Tu - T*Tw]II < (1 - E)/IU - 2111. 
3. PROPERTIES OF AN OPTIMAL 
POLICY AND ITS VALUE FUNCTION 
In the preceding section, it is shown that there exists an optimal policy that is simple and 
stationary. We are now in a position to show some analytical properties of the optimal policy 
and its value function. The following theorem follows from Lemma l(ii). 
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THEOREM 2. Let us assume a customer of demand type 4 = (k, s) arrives at time t. We put 
v” = TV*. 
(i) If the customer’s demand type is divisible, selling commodity a* is the optimal when a* 
is the value of a that gives the highest revenue of {a 9 rk + v’(l- a, 4, t)}. 
(ii) If the customer’s demand type is not divisible, it is optimal to accept the present demand 
size s when the following formula holds: 
?,‘(I, 4, t) - v”(l - ?3,+, t) 5 s . rk. 
PROOF. From the definitions of T* and vO, we get 
w*(I, r#+ t) = (T*Tv*) 
= T*vO 
=maax{a.nk+v’(l-a,~,t)}. 
If a is divisible, the optimal demand acceptance number a* is the value of a that gives the 
highest revenue of 
{a ’ rk + v*(I - a, ‘$, t)} . 
If a is not divisible, the expected revenue from accepting the present demand size s has to be 
larger than the expected revenue from refusing the customer with demand size s. Accordingly, 
it follows that 
and this gives 
?,‘(I, (b, t) - v”(l - s, 4, t) 5 s ’ rk. 
THEOREM 3. Let the transition probability P(@, 7 1 4, t) b e independent of price k, and let us 
define the demand acceptance number for demand type 4 = (k, s) as sk. For prices i and j in 
which ri > nj holds, we obtain si 2 sj. 
PROOF. The proof follows by induction on n. When n = 1, 
(T*To) (I,9, t) = rnam{7ri . a} 2 lIEW{Tj . a}, 
sf = arg rnax{ni . u} > arg max{nj . a} = sj. 
For n - 1, we assume sy-l 2 sj”-’ 
(T*To)” (I, i, s, t) = (T*T) (T*T)n-l (O)(I, i, s, t) 
{ I 
T 
=max ?r,.a+C w--l (I - a, q-1, d7) P (q-1, d7 
P t 
= (T*To)?Z (I, i, sjr t). 
For all values of n, s; 1 sy holds. Consequently, from lim,,,(T*To)n = w* and the optimal&y 
equation (2.4), we get 
si = arg max v (I - a, s;, t) P (s;, dr 1 si, t) 
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THEOREM 4. For all C$ = (Ic, s) and t, v*(I, c$, t) is nondecreasing in I. 
PROOF. Let f * be an optimal policy. We define policy f” for any a as 
f*v-%dJ,t), 12 a, 
otherwise. 
From the equation for optimality we get 
THEOREM 5. If for all I and C$ C$, S,’ P($‘, dr 1 4, t) is nonincreasing in t, then V* (I, 4, t) is also 
nonincreasing in t. 
PROOF. Let w E B be nonincreasing in t. Since by assumption the transition probability is 
nonincreasing in t, TV is also nonincreasing in t. Therefore, T*v is also nonincreasing in t. From 
Lemma l(ii), lim,,,(T*T)“(v) = w* is also nonincreasing in t. 
Theorem 4 asserts that, when the amount of time remaining to the end of the planning horizon 
is identical, the expected revenue will increase under an optimal policy if more inventory is 
available. Theorem 5, on the other hand, shows that under an optimal policy the expected 
revenue will decrease if the remaining time is short. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have extended the familiar single-period seat inventory control model into a 
dynamic model over continuous time and have carried out its formularization within the frame- 
work of a semi-Markov decision process. Our finding is that an optimal policy and its expected 
revenue exist in regard to a demand type that arrives in accord with a semi-Markov process, 
and we have shown the analytical properties of that property. We have shown in particular (in 
Theorem 2) that, under the condition that the transition probability does not depend on the 
price of the demand type, the demand size of a higher price is greater than that of a lower price. 
In other words, the reservation limit has a nested structure with regard to price. 
Being able to prove that an optimal policy exists within a demand policy class that has a simple 
structure is surely extremely convenient from a business standpoint. It means, for example, that 
an accepted limit curve I* (I, C#J, t) of the control limit model exists, and if 1 5 1* (1,4, t) one 
stops demand acceptance, whereas if I > I*(I, 4, t), one sells min{s, I - I*(I, 4, t)} units of 
that commodity. Furthermore, it is realistically desirable that this 1*(1,4, t) is a nonincreasing 
function of t. Models made up of several (three or more) price classes that explicitly take into 
account upgrading and overbooking remain for future studies. If we limit the arrival process 
of consumers and the classes of demand acceptance policies, it might be possible to deduce the 
above properties, but as soon as one deals with three or more prices the problem of analysis 
rapidly becomes difficult. Th ere are several directions in which future research in this area 
could be conducted. One would be to attempt a combination of an estimate of the customer 
demand function and an inventory allocation policy; this is an important real problem for a 
firm or company that cannot directly observe the demand function. Likewise, the problem of 
differentiating commodities with different prices in the most desirable form by imposing restraints 
on their use at every price level is another important problem from the point of view of marketing. 
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